Many applications require a camera to be relocalised online, without expensive offline training on the target scene. Whilst both keyframe and sparse keypoint matching methods can be used online, the former often fail away from the training trajectory, and the latter can struggle in textureless regions. By contrast, scene coordinate regression (SCoRe) methods generalise to novel poses and can leverage dense correspondences to improve robustness, and recent work has shown how to adapt SCoRe forests between scenes, allowing their state-of-the-art performance to be leveraged online. However, because they use features hand-crafted for indoor use, they do not generalise well to harder outdoor scenes. Whilst replacing the forest with a neural network and learning suitable features for outdoor use is possible, the techniques used to adapt forests between scenes are unfortunately harder to transfer to a network context. In this paper, we address this by proposing a novel way of leveraging a network trained on one scene to predict points in another scene. Our approach replaces the appearance clustering performed by the branching structure of a regression forest with a two-step process that first uses the network to predict points in the original scene, and then uses these predicted points to look up clusters of points from the new scene. We show experimentally that our online approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on both the 7-Scenes and Cambridge Landmarks datasets, whilst running in under 300ms, making it highly effective in live scenarios.
Introduction
Visual-only camera relocalisation has a wide variety of applications across computer vision and robotics, including augmented reality [11, 51, 25, 54, 2] , tracking recovery and loop closure during SLAM [66, 48, 12] , and map merging [30, 24] . For many applications, an ability to relocalise a * Authors contributed equally. camera online, i.e. without expensive prior training on the scene of interest, is critical. For example, in an interactive SLAM context, it is typical to initialise the pose of the camera at the start of reconstruction and then track it from one frame to the next, but when that tracking inevitably fails at some point, it is important to be able to relocalise the camera as soon as possible so that reconstruction can continue without unnecessary delay. However, despite the significant research attention that has been devoted to camera relocalisation in recent years, many state-of-the-art methods (especially those based on regression) remain wedded to an offline setting, making them difficult to deploy for live use. Existing methods can be broadly divided into five types:
(i) Global matching methods match one or more frames (or a descriptor, point cloud or 3D model derived from them) against either the contents of a database (e.g. one containing a map from keyframes to known poses), or a model of the scene, to look up a suitable pose. Methods like [22] match the image itself against synthetic views of the scene, whereas [21] and [23] match image descriptors against a database. Other methods [34, 3] find the nearest neighbours to a query image in the database, and use their poses to determine the query pose. Such image retrieval methods can struggle to generalise to novel poses. Geometry-based matching methods avoid this, but often require more than a single frame from which to relocalise. For example, [16] matches a point cloud constructed from a set of query images to a point cloud of the scene, whilst [40] reconstructs a 3D model from a short video sequence and matches that against the scene. One exception is [58] , which matches hallucinated subvolumes against a database using a variational encoder-decoder network. This is single-frame, but quite slow, taking around a second per frame to relocalise.
(ii) Global regression methods directly regress an image's pose, using e.g. decision forests [29] , pose regression networks [33, 31, 32, 43, 67, 1] , GANs [10] or LSTMs [15, 65] . Various recent approaches [9, 53, 62, 36] have Pose Hypothesis Generation (Kabsch) Pre-emptive RANSAC Model-Based Hypothesis Ranking
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Transform to World Space Pre-Trained ScoreNet Figure 1 : An overview of our approach. Ahead of time, we train a scene coordinate regression network offline to predict correspondences between pixels in an input image and 3D points in an arbitrary pre-training scene (here, Chess [59] ): see §2.2. To use this network to predict points in a different target scene (here, Heads [59] ) online, we use the points the network predicts to index into an array of reservoirs, implicitly clustering the pixels using a grid-based approach that uses predicted pre-training scene location as a proxy for appearance: see §2. 3 . At online training time (purple and red boxes), we fill the reservoirs with points from the target scene, which we cluster using Really Quick Shift [14] . At test time (purple and blue boxes), we predict a reservoir for each pixel, and use the point clusters the reservoirs contain to generate correspondences that can be passed to a Kabsch-RANSAC camera pose estimation backend [12] to relocalise the camera: see §2.4.
made use of the relative poses between images to improve performance. Global regression methods have proved popular, but have typically struggled to achieve the accuracy of local methods (see below). Those methods that do achieve better performance [53, 62] currently do so by relying on an estimated pose from the previous frame, thereby essentially performing camera tracking rather than single-image relocalisation. Indeed, recent work by Sattler et al. [56] has shown that global regression is in many ways conceptually similar to image retrieval, and that current such approaches do not consistently outperform an image retrieval baseline or generalise well to novel poses. (This link with image retrieval was also noted earlier by Wu et al. [67] .) (iii) Local matching methods match points in camera space with known points in world space, pass the correspondences to the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithm [27] or the Kabsch algorithm [28] to generate a number of initial camera pose hypotheses, and then refine these down to a final pose using some variant of RANSAC [19] . Many approaches match the descriptors of sparse keypoints to perform this matching [66, 37, 18, 55] ; some approaches that perform dense matching also exist [57] . Local matching methods tend to generalise better to novel poses than image retrieval methods, since individual points are often easier to match from novel angles than are whole images.
(iv) Local regression methods generally use regression forests [59, 26, 64, 6, 44, 13, 45, 46, 12] , neural networks [5, 7, 17, 38, 39, 8] , or a mix of the two [42] to predict the scene coordinates of pixels in the input image. They then pass these correspondences to PnP/Kabsch and RANSAC. Compared to local matching methods, local re-gression methods can avoid the need for explicit keypoint detection, which can be costly, and can make use of correspondences from the whole image during RANSAC, which can help with robustness [59] . Like local matching methods, they also generalise well from novel poses. However, whilst they tend to be more accurate than local matching methods at small/medium scale, they have not yet been shown to scale well to very large scenes [56] .
(v) Hybrid methods use both the global and local paradigms, generally by first performing some kind of lookup/matching, and then refining the results using either RANSAC [47, 61] or continuous pose optimisation [63] .
Not all of these methods are designed for online, singleframe relocalisation. Image retrieval methods can normally be used online, but struggle to relocalise from novel poses. Global regression methods generally require significant offline training on the target scene; moreover, their comparatively poor accuracy makes them unattractive for applications like interactive dense SLAM [49] that require precise poses (their main niche is large-scale, RGB-only relocalisation scenarios in which coarse poses are acceptable). Local matching methods can generally be used online for online use in real time. Their approach achieves stateof-the-art performance on the popular 7-Scenes [59] and Stanford 4 Scenes [63] indoor datasets, and also performs well on some of the easier outdoor scenes from Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] . However, because their forests use hand-crafted features that were designed for indoor use [59] , they struggle [12] to work out-of-the-box on harder outdoor scenes. Whilst it might in principle be possible to solve this problem by hand-crafting new features for outdoor use, doing so could be time-consuming and costly. Indeed, the broader trend in machine learning has been towards replacing models such as regression forests with neural networks that can learn suitable features, rather than trying to hand-craft them manually. However, replacing the forests used by [13, 12] with networks is not straightforward. To achieve online relocalisation, they rely on the way in which their forests predict leaves containing reservoirs of points to adapt forests between scenes, and it is tricky to see how this scheme can be easily transferred to work with local regression networks, which tend to directly predict individual points in the training scene.
Contribution. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a novel method that allows the predictions of a network trained to regress 3D points in one scene to be leveraged to predict points in a new scene, thereby enabling the network to be used online. Our approach (see §2) works by replacing the appearance clustering that was implicitly being performed by the branching structure of the forests in [13, 12] with a two-step process that first uses the network to predict points in the scene on which it was trained, and then uses these predicted points to look up reservoirs of points from the new scene. We show via experiments on 7-Scenes [59] and Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32 ] that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance in under 300ms, whilst requiring no offline training on the test scene. We further show that the learnt features of our networks allow us to perform well even on harder outdoor scenes that were causing methods such as that of [13, 12] to fail.
Method

Overview
Our pipeline is shown in Figure 1 . We start by training (offline) a scene coordinate regression network (a 'ScoreNet') to predict correspondences between pixels in an input image and 3D points in an arbitrary pre-training scene. The structure of the ScoreNets we use and how they are trained are described in §2.2. To use a ScoreNet to relocalise in a scene other than the one on which it was trained, we need a way of adapting the predictions of the network online so as to predict points in the new scene of interest. As described in more detail in §2.3, we do this by using the points predicted by the network to index into an array of reservoirs Figure 2 : ScoreNet architecture. We use a truncated VGG-16 feature extractor, followed by several 1×1 convolutional layers, to regress 3D world space points for a subset of pixels from the original image.
that can be refilled with points from the new scene at online training time, and then looked up again at test time to generate correspondences. This scheme draws inspiration from the adaptive regression forest approach of Cavallari et al. [13, 12] , but modifies it to work in a ScoreNet context. Having obtained the needed correspondences, we can then generate camera pose hypotheses using the Kabsch algorithm [28] and refine them down to a single output pose using pre-emptive RANSAC, as was done in [13] . ICP [4] against a 3D model of the scene can then be used to refine the initial pose produced by the relocaliser. Furthermore, the last few candidates considered by RANSAC can also be ranked using the model for an additional boost in performance, as described in [12] . See §2.4 for more details.
Offline ScoreNet Training
Inspired by Brachmann et al. [7] , we train a ScoreNet with a fully-convolutional, VGG-style [60] architecture to predict correspondences between pixels in the input image and 3D points in world space. Our network takes as input an RGB image of size w × h, and produces as output a w/8 × h/8 × 3 tensor of 3D world space points corresponding to pixels subsampled densely from the original image on a regular grid with 8-pixel spacing, i.e. pixels
The architecture (see Figure 2 ) consists of a truncated VGG-16 feature extractor, followed by several 1 × 1 convolutional layers to regress a 3D point for each relevant pixel. Each network is trained on the RGB-D training sequence associated with a single scene from one of our datasets (see §3). Further details about the architecture and precisely how we train our networks can be found in the supplementary material.
Online ScoreNet Prediction Adaptation
Problem Formulation. A ScoreNet trained offline on an RGB-D sequence of a scene, as in §2.2, can later be used to relocalise new images in the same scene. This targets an offline formulation of the relocalisation problem, in which both training and testing are performed on the same scene, and there are no constraints on the time available for training. However, this formulation does not take into account the practical requirements on a camera relocaliser for live scenarios such as interactive dense SLAM [49] , in which it is infeasible to spend hours or even days training a relocaliser on the scene of interest; rather, a relocaliser must be trained online as the user moves around the scene, and then be usable immediately when camera tracking fails.
To address such scenarios, we target the alternative online formulation of the relocalisation problem proposed by Cavallari et al. [13] , in which there are three stages: offline training ('pre-training'), online training and testing. Offline training is performed on sequences of RGB-D frames (with known poses) from one or more scenes, generally other than the target scene. Online training is then performed on a single RGB-D sequence (again with known poses, e.g. as produced by a camera tracker) from the target scene. Finally, testing is performed on a single RGB or RGB-D image whose pose is to be determined. (For interactive SLAM, the idea is that a user will move around the scene at online training time, either training a new relocaliser online, or adapting a pre-trained relocaliser online to function in the target scene. If and when camera tracking fails, the trained relocaliser can then be used to recover the camera pose.)
Cavallari et al. [13, 12] described their online training stage as 'adaptation' because they were adapting a pretrained regression forest to relocalise in the target scene. In particular, they showed that the branching structure of a scene coordinate regression forest can be seen as a sceneindependent way of clustering the pixels in an image based on their appearance. Based on this insight, they adapted a pre-trained forest to a new scene by emptying the reservoirs in its leaves and refilling them with points from the new scene at online training time, and then using the forest to look up the reservoirs again to provide correspondences at test time. Inspired by this approach, we show in this paper how to adapt the predictions of a ScoreNet so as to allow these relocalisers too to be deployed in an online context.
Reservoir Prediction. The adaptation scheme described in [13, 12] was highly effective, but relied on the fact that their forest does not predict points in any particular scene directly, but instead predicts leaves containing reservoirs of points, which can then be used to generate the needed correspondences. These reservoirs can be refilled with points from the new scene, which is what allowed their method to work, but it is not straightforward to see how it can be transferred to ScoreNets that directly predict individual points in the pre-training scene. To achieve this, we thus propose a new scheme that, rather than clustering pixels into leaves based on routing their associated feature vectors down a regression forest, clusters them into cells in a grid placed over their associated predictions in the pre-training scene (see Figure 1 ). Note that this implicitly clusters pixels in the input image based on their predicted pre-training scene locations, rather than directly based on their appearance. Intuitively, a ScoreNet, which has been deliberately trained to map similar-looking pixels in an image to similar 3D points in the pre-training scene, can in practice do this for images of any scene, not just the one on which it was trained, and hence pre-training scene location can be used as a reasonable proxy for appearance (see §3.2 for a discussion).
As mentioned in §2.2, our ScoreNets take an RGB image of size w×h as input, and produce as output a w/8×h/8×3 tensor that contains a predicted 3D point (in the scene on which the ScoreNet was trained) for a regularly-spaced subset of pixels in the image. We initially map each of these predicted points, p = (p x , p y , p z ) ∈ R 3 , to a grid cell index as follows. First, we imagine placing a bounded regular cubic grid, with cells of side length and an overall side length of C , over the pre-training scene, as shown in Figure 1 .
(The C and values we use can be found in the supplementary material.) Next, for each dimension k ∈ {x, y, z}, we
Finally, we combine these three dimension-wise indices into a grid cell index, G(p), via
This initial raster-based mapping produces grid cell indices in the range [0 .. C 3 ), but in practice, it is undesirable for memory reasons to try to allocate a reservoir for every cell in the grid. Each reservoir may need to store many point clusters, and must be allocated upfront on the GPU with a fixed size. As a result, if every cell in the grid must have a reservoir, then C must be kept small to avoid exceeding the available GPU memory, limiting the size of scene we can handle with our approach. Fortunately, however, there is no need for every grid cell to have a reservoir: as noted by [50] , most cells in a scene are empty in practice, and we can exploit this observation to store a sparse set of reservoirs for only those cells that contain predicted points. To achieve this, rather than using the grid cell indices produced as above directly, we instead allocate a fixed-size buffer of N reservoirs upfront, and construct a lookup table T during online training that can be used to map a grid cell index in [0 .. C 3 ) to a reservoir index in [0 .. N ): see Figure 3 . More precisely, we start online training with an empty T , and each time we see a grid cell index G for which T has no entry, we add an entry G → R to T so that G can be remapped to R ∈ [0 .. N ) in future. We map the first N distinct grid cell indices we see to distinct reservoirs. To handle situations in which the number Figure 3 : Grid-based reservoir indexing. Suppose that the 3D point p that the ScoreNet predicts for a given pixel falls into cell (2, 1, 3) in a bounded grid placed over the training scene (we show only the x and y dimensions, for simplicity). Then g(p x ) = 2, g(p y ) = 1 and g(p z ) = 3, and we can calculate a grid cell index of G(p) = 4 2 × 3 + 4×1+2 = 54 for p. We use this grid cell index to perform a lookup in a table T that we construct during online training, which stores a mapping from the C 3 potential grid cells to a fixed-size buffer of N C 3 reservoirs, which we allocate ahead of time. In this case, T maps grid cell 54 to reservoir 1, which we then associate with the original pixel.
of grid cells that contain predicted points is greater than N , we simply let multiple grid cell indices map to the same reservoir (we randomly pick an existing reservoir to which to map each new grid cell index when no free reservoirs are available). Whilst this can ultimately lead to points with very different appearances being added to the same reservoir, this is not a major problem: as described later in this section, we follow [13] in clustering the points in each reservoir into multiple sets that are disjoint in space, and the only implication of having clusters with different appearances in the same reservoir is that some poor correspondences may be generated. Since the RANSAC-based backend we use [12] is already highly robust to a high proportion of poor correspondences, we would thus expect the practical implications of our reservoir sharing approach to be limited, and indeed our experiment in §3.3 shows that this is the case.
Reservoir Filling. The scheme described above allows us to predict reservoir indices in [0 .. N ) for a regularly spaced subset of the pixels in an input image. At online training time, we can use these indices to fill the reservoirs with (world space) points from the target scene. As mentioned above, the online training sequence consists of an ordered set of RGB-D images of the target scene, with their associated SE(3) poses (which we assume are known, as a result of successfully tracking the camera during online training). For each frame F, we proceed as follows:
1. First, we pass the w × h RGB image through first the ScoreNet and then the grid-based adaptation process just described to produce a reservoir index image of size w/8 × h/8, in which each pixel (x, y) contains the reservoir index to associate with pixel (8x, 8y) in the original image.
2. Next, we compute the 3D (world space) point in the target scene corresponding to each pixel u in the input image for which (i) we have computed a reservoir index and (ii) we have a valid depth value D(u). To do this, we back-project the pixel using the depth to get a point in 3D camera space, and then transform it into world space using the known transformation W T F , via
in whichu = (u , 1) is the homogenous form of u, K is the intrinsic calibration matrix for the depth camera, and W T F denotes the transformation from the camera space of frame F to world space (W). This yields a w/8 × h/8 × 3 tensor of world space points.
3. Finally, we add each computed world space point to its associated reservoir. We follow [13] in clustering the points we add to each reservoir online using Really Quick Shift (RQS) [20] , and in maintaining, for each cluster, 3D and colour centroids and a covariance matrix. Since our point clustering is exactly the same as that described in [13] , we refer the reader there for the details of how this works.
Camera Pose Estimation
Having filled the reservoirs with clusters of world space points from the target scene at online training time, as per §2.3, we can then use these clusters at test time to relocalise the camera. To do this, we first pass the w × h RGB test image through the ScoreNet and the grid-based adaptation process described in §2.3 to produce a reservoir index image of size w/8 × h/8, just as we did during online training. This index image implicitly establishes correspondences between a regularly spaced subset of pixels in the input image and clusters of world space points, which can be used to generate camera pose hypotheses that can be fed to RANSAC. For the actual camera pose estimation, we use the implementation of [12] , which is publicly available in the open-source SemanticPaint framework [25] . Since our contribution in this paper is to the correspondence prediction part of the pipeline, rather than to the camera pose estimation, we summarise how this works only briefly below, and direct the reader to [12] for further details.
Hypothesis Generation. A pose hypothesis H ∈ SE(3) maps points in camera space to points in world space. Initially, a large number of pose hypotheses (at most N max ) are generated. We follow [12] in generating each pose hypothesis by applying the Kabsch algorithm [28] to 3 point pairs 1 
i is the back-projection of a randomly chosen pixel u i in the input image for which a reservoir index has been predicted, and x W i is a corresponding world space point, randomly sampled from M (u i ), the modes of the point clusters in the predicted reservoir. We follow [12] in subjecting each generated pose hypothesis to three geometric/colour-based checks, and if one of these checks fails, we try to replace the hypothesis with a new one as described therein.
Preemptive RANSAC. As per [12] , the ≤ N max pose hypotheses are first scored and pruned, so that at most N cull hypotheses are retained. The preemptive RANSAC process described in [12] is then used to prune the remaining ≤ N cull hypotheses down to the best 16, refining them using Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation [35, 41] in the process.
Hypothesis Ranking. Finally [12] , the remaining 16 hypotheses are refined using ICP [4] with respect to the 3D scene model, and then scored and ranked by rendering synthetic depth images of the scene model from the ICP-refined poses and comparing these to the live depth image from the camera. The refined pose whose synthetic depth image is most similar to the live depth is then returned as the result.
Experiments
In this section, to evaluate our approach, we perform experiments on two well-known relocalisation benchmarks. More experiments can be found in the supplementary material.
7-Scenes [59] is a popular RGB-D relocalisation dataset that consists of 7 different indoor scenes. Whilst the scenes are relatively small, the captured sequences are in practice quite challenging, exhibiting motion blur, reflective surfaces, and repetitive and/or textureless regions.
Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] is an outdoor dataset consisting of 6 scenes, captured at various locations around Cambridge. It is most commonly used for RGBonly relocalisation, but the coarse 3D SfM models provided for each scene allow it to also be used for RGB-D relocalisation, since it is possible to render depth images of the scene based on these models for each training and testing pose. For our evaluation, we make use of the depth images rendered by Brachmann et al. [7] , to ensure that our results are comparable with those of both their DSAC++ approach and other recent works [12] . As per [7] , we also compare to a number of other well-known methods that are capable of making use of the 3D model [5, 32, 55] . Note that, in common with other learning-based methods [5, 7, 8] , we ignore the Street scene, for which our method too was unable to produce reasonable results (the SfM reconstruction in the dataset appears to be of poor quality for this scene [8] ).
Relocalisation Performance
To evaluate the overall performance of our online relocaliser, and its ability to adapt the predictions of a ScoreNet to a new scene, we pre-trained a ScoreNet for each scene from 7-Scenes [59] and Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] , and evaluated their performances after grid-based adaptation (see Tables 1 and 2 , and the supplementary material).
Several considerations proved important when training our ScoreNets. 7-Scenes [59] unfortunately only contains training and test sequences for each scene (i.e. there are no validation sequences), so we used the train/test/validation splits published by [12] when training ScoreNets for these Figure 4 : Visualising the raw and adapted points that a ScoreNet trained on Chess [59] predicts for three images from Shop Façade [33, 31, 32] , in comparison to the ground truth. Left-to-right: input images, raw predictions (in the Chess scene), adapted predictions (in the Shop Façade scene), ground truth points. Points are mapped to scenespecific RGB cubes for visualisation purposes.
scenes. For Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] , the training sequences contain many moving objects (pedestrians, cars, etc.). For this reason, prior to training, we segmented the training images for each Cambridge Landmarks sequence using an Xception model pre-trained on CityScapes, 2 and invalidated the depths of all pixels from dynamic classes to avoid them being used during training. We also removed sky and ground pixels, as their depths were unreliable.
Our results on 7-Scenes [59] (see Table 1 ) show that we are able to achieve superior performance to almost all of the methods against which we compared, with the notable exception of the forest-based approach of [12] , which currently outperforms us by around 3% indoors (although our average median localisation error is the same as that of [12] ). However, [12] has the notable downside that whilst it performs well on easier outdoor scenes (e.g. see Table 2 ), it performs extremely poorly on harder scenes such as Great Court [33, 31, 32] . Indeed, this is still the case even if we explicitly train a forest on Great Court itself (see Table 2 ), and regardless of whether we train a forest with both the RGB and depth features from [12] , or with RGB features alone. By contrast, our approach allows a single ScoreNet trained on Great Court, and using only RGB features, to be used to achieve excellent online relocalisation performance not only on all Cambridge Landmarks scenes (see Table 2 ), but also on all scenes from 7-Scenes (see Table 1 ).
Visualising our Approach's Behaviour
To explain why our approach is able to adapt the predictions of a ScoreNet to enable online relocalisation in a Table 1 : Comparative results on 7-Scenes [59] (the %s are of test frames with ≤ 5cm translation and ≤ 5 • angular errors). We report results after hypothesis ranking (see §2.4) for our approach and [12] ; see the supplementary material for further results. Ours (Offline) denotes a variant in which we pre-trained separate ScoreNets offline for each scene, and then adapted and tested each ScoreNet online on its own scene. The ScoreNets for Ours (Office) and Ours (Great Court) were pre-trained offline on the bracketed scenes and then adapted and tested online on each different scene. Note that Great Court is a scene from Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] , demonstrating the ability of our approach to adapt successfully between datasets. [33, 31, 32] . Since, like [13, 12] , our approach requires depth, we compare to methods that make use of the 3D models provided with the dataset. The %s (where available) are of test frames with ≤ 5cm translation and ≤ 5 • angular errors. An ⊗ denotes a published failure. A -is used for the median localisation errors when more than 50% of the frames failed to relocalise. Numbers marked with a * were the result of end-to-end optimisation that did not converge. For [12] , we report results for forests trained on Office and Great Court, with both RGB and depth features, and a Great Court forest with only RGB features. All forests perform poorly on Great Court, with the two forests trained on Great Court also performing poorly overall, whereas our online ScoreNet trained on Great Court adapts well to all scenes from both this dataset and 7-Scenes [59] (see Table 1 ). See 3.1 for more discussion.
OUTDOOR SCENES
new scene, we visualise the raw and adapted points that a ScoreNet trained on Chess [59] predicts for three images from Shop Façade [33, 31, 32] , and compare these to the ground truth (see Figure 4 ). Note how the raw points predicted for similar-looking pixels in the input images are in similar parts of the Chess scene (e.g. see the green window signs): this is what allows our grid-based adaptation approach to successfully cluster pixels in the input image based on their appearance. Note also that our approach's performance is also not especially sensitive to the gener-ation of perfect correspondences for every pixel: indeed, as implied by the last two columns of Figure 4 , many predicted correspondences can be incorrect without affecting our ability to relocalise. This is because only 3 good correspondences are actually needed to successfully estimate the camera pose using the Kabsch algorithm [28] , and so as long as we have predicted enough good correspondences to have a high probability of finding and verifying 3 good ones during the RANSAC process, our relocaliser is still likely to succeed (see supplementary material). This gives us a significant margin for error when adapting predicted points to a new scene, and makes our approach very robust in practice.
Effects of Reservoir Sharing
To study the impact of reservoir sharing (see §2.3) on relocalisation performance, we evaluated our relocaliser on 7-Scenes [59] for various fixed numbers of reservoirs (i.e. values for N ). The results in Table 3 show that our approach is robust to a fairly high level of reservoir sharing: in particular, the performance stays above 90% even for values of N as low as 5000, in a context in which an average of around 29000 reservoirs are needed if sharing is to be entirely avoided. The performance does eventually decrease for smaller values of N , but remains above 80% even when only 625 reservoirs are used. This supports our hypothesis in §2.3 that because the points in each reservoir are clustered into multiple sets that are disjoint in space, and because we use a RANSAC-based backend that is robust even when a high proportion of poor correspondences are generated, our reservoir sharing scheme's overall impact on performance is quite limited in practice for all but extremely low N .
Timings
To better understand the time our approach takes to relocalise a frame, we provide a timing breakdown for our pipeline in Table 4 . Like Cavallari et al. [12] , we found that two costly steps were the optimisation of pose hypotheses during RANSAC, and the post-RANSAC ranking of the last 16 hypotheses. In our case, the initial hypothesis generation is also somewhat costly, since the cost of running a forward pass of the ScoreNet is greater than that of predicting correspondences using a regression forest. Nevertheless, the overall time taken by our relocaliser is only around 292ms, which is still fast enough to allow our method to be used in live scenarios such as interactive SLAM [52] .
Conclusion
Visual-only camera relocalisation has received significant attention in recent years because of the key role it plays in a wide variety of computer vision and robotics applications. However, many such applications require a system that can be used online, without expensive prior training on the target scene, for which many state-of-the-art methods, partic- ularly those based on training a network to directly regress the camera pose [33] , cannot be used. Of those methods that can be used online, image retrieval methods fail to generalise to poses that are far from the training trajectory, whilst sparse keypoint matching methods tend to struggle in textureless regions, owing to difficulties in detecting suitable keypoints. Scene coordinate regression (SCoRe) methods generalise well to novel poses and can leverage dense correspondences to improve robustness, making them an appealing alternative to such approaches, but hitherto, only the forest-based approach of [13, 12] has been able to work online, and that method struggled to generalise to harder outdoor scenes because of its reliance on features that were hand-crafted for indoor use.
In this paper, we have shown how to address this limitation by proposing a way of leveraging the output of a SCoRe network ('ScoreNet') trained on one scene to predict correspondences and relocalise a camera in an entirely different scene. Our approach allows a single ScoreNet, trained on a scene from Cambridge Landmarks [33, 31, 32] and adapted online, to achieve state-of-the-art performance on all scenes from both an indoor and an outdoor dataset, in under 300ms, without the need for offline training on each individual scene. Notably, unlike the online forest-based approach of [13, 12] , which leverages features hand-crafted for indoor use to achieve state-of-the-art results indoors on the 7-Scenes [59] and Stanford 4 Scenes [63] datasets, but struggles to relocalise well in harder outdoor scenes such as Great Court, our method, which uses learnt features, is able to generalise well to such scenes, making it an appealing option for applications that require fast, accurate and online RGB-D camera relocalisation that works equally well in both an indoor and an outdoor context.
